WHAT IS RECELL?

ReCell® is a medical device that allows clinicians to rapidly prepare a Regenerative Epithelial Suspension – RES™ for use in the treatment of hypopigmentation and scars.

RES™ has been safely used in thousands of procedures worldwide and holds unique characteristics.

The regenerative mechanism is within the suspension...

- Activated, primed for skin regeneration
- Available within minutes and non-cultured
- Autologous, the patient is the donor
- Complete, containing the multiple skin cell phenotypes and wound healing factors necessary for skin restoration

WHY USE RECELL?

78% re-pigmentation achieved\(^1\)

In a randomised in-patient control trial of 10 vitiligo or piebaldism patients, a mean of 78% re-pigmentation was observed, six months post treatment, demonstrating viable melanocytes are successfully transplanted\(^1\).

Reduces healing time, reducing risk of infection and scarring\(^2-4\)

The use of ReCell\(^\circledR\) increases the speed of epithelialisation post ablative procedures compared to using dressings alone.\(^2-4\) Faster epithelialisation can reduce ‘down time’ and the risk of complications and scarring.

A quick and safe procedure performed at the point of care

The ReCell\(^\circledR\) procedure can be completed in as little as 30 minutes at the patient’s bedside and has been used in over 6,000 procedures all over the world.

ReCell\(^\circledR\)
Activated. Available. Autologous. Complete\(^\text{TM}\)